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ON THE CHEEGER–MÜLLER THEOREM

FOR AN EVEN-DIMENSIONAL CONE

L. HARTMANN AND M. SPREAFICO

Abstract. Equality is proved for the L2-analytic torsion and the intersection R-tor-
sion of the even-dimensional finite metric cone over an odd-dimensional compact
manifold.

§1. Introduction

The classical Cheeger–Müller theorem proves equality between the L2-analytic torsion
and the Reidemeister R-torsion for closed Riemannian manifolds [4, 24, 28]. When the
manifold has boundary, a boundary term appears. This boundary term (given by Lück
in [21] in the case where the metric is a product near the boundary) was given explicitly
in the general case by J. Brüning and X. Ma [2, 3]. For a compact connected oriented
Riemannian manifold (M, gM ) with boundary, the Cheeger–Müller theorem reads (a
similar formula is valid for the relative case)

log Tabs((M, gM ); ρ) = log τR((M, gM ); ρ) +
1

4
rk(ρ)χ(∂M) log 2 + rk(ρ)ABM,abs(∂M),

where Tabs((M, gM ); ρ) and τR((M, gM ); ρ) are the analytic torsion with absolute BC on
the boundary, and the Reidemeister R-torsion of (M, gM ), with respect to an orthogonal
representation ρ of the fundamental group of M and with the basis for homology fixed
as in [28] (see Subsections 2.2 and 3.4 for details), χ is the Euler characteristic, and ABM

is the anomaly boundary term.
In this work we prove the following extension of the Cheeger–Müller theorem, where

M is the cone CW over a compact connected oriented Riemannian manifold (W, g) (see
Subsection 2.4 for details) and the usual R-torsion is replaced by the intersection torsion
IτR defined by A. Dar in [7] (where the homology basis is fixed by using the L2-harmonic
forms via the suitable De Rham map, see Subsection 3.4 for details). The proof follows
at once from the formula for the analytic torsion given in Theorem 2.1 in Subsection 2.4,
and the duality formula for the intersection torsion proved in Proposition 4.1 in the last
section. Since the metric on CW is fixed by the metric of W , and a unique representation
of the fundamental group is the trivial one, which may be assumed of rank one, these
two quantities will be omitted in the notation.

Theorem 1.1. Suppose (W, g) is a compact connected oriented Riemannian odd-dimen-
sional manifold without boundary. Let CW denote the cone over W . Then

log Tabs(CW ) = log IτR(CW ) +ABM,abs(W ),

log Trel(CW ) = log IτR(CW, ∂CW ) +ABM,rel(W ).
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We conclude this introduction with some remarks.

• If the dimension of W is even, then results for the analytic torsion (see [18, 25])
exist and some additional terms appear, whose interpretation is still not clear.
For this reason we omit the not illuminating formulas and concentrate here on
the odd case. There is work in progress in this direction.

• The result of this paper will give an extension of the Cheeger–Müller theorem for
a general space with conical singularities (as defined in [5]) once a suitable gluing
formula is available, extending the one proved by S. M. Vishik in [35] for compact
manifolds under the assumption that the metric is product near the gluing. This
is an expected result, for recently, on the one hand, a gluing formula for compact
manifolds without any assumption on the metric near the boundary was given
by J. Brüning and X. Ma in [3], and on the hand, M. Lesch [20] extended the
result of S. M. Vishik to a pseudomanifold. In particular, since pseudomanifolds
are in general modeled on cones, a generalization of the result of this paper to
a cone over a pseudomanifold could be used to obtain a generalization of the
Cheeger–Müller theorem to pseudomanifolds.

• The result of Theorem 1.1 could be read in terms of the Euler basis [9] (and in
term of the Reidemeister metric [1, 27]), and would affirm that the Euler basis
of ClW coincides with the quotient of the De Rham basis by the L2-analytic
torsion (in term of metrics, the intersection Reidemeister metric coincides with
the Ray and Singeer metric, namely, the quotient of the De Rham metric by
the L2-analytic torsion). However, while the analytic side is clear, the complete
development of a precise theory for the intersection Reidemeister basis (metric)
is still under construction (see [17, §5]). There is work in progress on this topic.

§2. Background and analytic torsion

This section is essentially based on [15] and [16], and we refer to those papers for
further details (see also [34] for the analytic torsion).

2.1. Geometric setting. Let (M, gM ) be a compact connected oriented Riemann-
ian manifold of dimension m with boundary ∂M and Riemannian structure gM . Let
ρ : π1(M) → O(k,R) be a representation of the fundamental group of M , and let
Eρ be the associated vector bundle over M with fiber Rk and group O(k,R), Eρ =

Rk ×ρ
ĂM . Let Ω(M,Eρ) denote the graded linear space of smooth forms on M with

values in Eρ. The exterior differential on M determines the exterior differential on
Ωq(M,Eρ), d : Ω

q(M,Eρ) → Ωq+1(M,Eρ). The metric g gives rise to a Hodge operator
on M and hence on Ωq(M,Eρ), � : Ω

q(M,Eρ) → Ωm−q(M,Eρ), and, using the inner
product 〈 , 〉 in Rk, we can define an inner product on Ωq(M,Eρ) by

(ω, η) =

∫
M

〈ω ∧ �η〉.

Near the boundary, there is a natural splitting of ΛM into the direct sum of vector
bundles ΛT ∗∂M ⊕ N∗M ⊗ ΛT ∗∂M , where N∗M is the dual to the normal bundle to
the boundary, and the smooth forms on M near the boundary decompose as ω = ωtan +
ωnorm, where ωnorm is the orthogonal projection on the subspace generated by dx, with
one form corresponding to the outward unit normal to the boundary, and ωtan is in
C∞(M)⊗ Λ(∂M). We write ω = ω1 + dx ∧ ω2, where ωj ∈ C∞(M,Λ(T ∗∂M)), and

�ω2 = dx ∧ �ω.

The absolute and relative boundary conditions are defined by

Babs(ω) = ωnorm|∂M = ω2|∂M = 0, Brel(ω) = ωtan|∂M = ω1|∂M = 0.
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Let B(ω) = B(ω) ⊕ B((d + d†)(ω)). The adjoint operator d† and the Laplacian
Δ = (d+ d†)2 are defined on the space of sections with values in Eρ, the Laplacian with
the boundary conditions B(ω) = 0 is selfadjoint, and the spaces of harmonic forms with
boundary conditions are

Hq
abs(M,Eρ) = {ω ∈ Ωq(M,Eρ) | Δ(q)ω = 0,Babs(ω) = 0},

Hq
rel(M,Eρ) = {ω ∈ Ωq(M,Eρ) | Δ(q)ω = 0,Brel(ω) = 0}.

2.2. De Rham maps. Let K be a cellular or simplicial decomposition of M and L of

∂M . Let Cq(M ;Eρ) = Rk ⊗ρ Cq(ĂM ;Zπ1(M)) be the complex of twisted chains (see the
paragraph before equation (3.3) for the details on this construction). Then we have the
following de Rham maps Aq (which induce isomorphisms in cohomology),

Aq
abs : H

q
abs(M,Eρ) → Cq(M ;Eρ), Aq

rel : H
q
rel(M,Eρ) → Cq((M,∂M);Eρ),

with

Aq
abs(ω)(v ⊗ρ c) = Aq

rel(ω)(v ⊗ρ c) =

∫
c

(ω, v),

where v⊗ρ c belongs to Cq(M ;Eρ), and c is identified with the q-subcomplex (simplicial
or cellular) that c represents. Following Ray and Singer [28], we introduce the de Rham
maps Aq:

Arel
q : Hq

rel(M,Eρ) → Cq((M,∂M);Eρ), Arel
q : ω 	→ (−1)(m−1)qP−1

q Am−q
abs � (ω),

Aabs
q : Hq

abs(M,Eρ) → Cq(M ;Eρ), Aabs
q : ω 	→ (−1)(m−1)qP−1

q Am−q
rel � (ω),

both defined by

(2.1) Arel
q (ω) = Aabs

q (ω) = (−1)(m−1)q
∑
j,i

(∫
ĉq,j

(�ω, ei)

)
cq,j ⊗ρ ei,

where summation runs over all q-simplexes cq,j of M−∂M in the first case, but runs over

all q-simplexes cq,j of M in the second case. Here Pq : Cq(K,L;Z) → Cm−q(K̂ − L̂;Z)
is the Poincaré map, and ĉ denotes the dual block cell of c. The extension of the de
Rham map for pseudomanifolds is based on the works of Cheeger [5], see the end of
Subsection 3.4 below.

2.3. Zeta function and analytic torsion. The Laplace operator on forms Δ(q), with

boundary conditions Babs/rel, has a pure point spectrum SpΔ
(q)
abs/rel consisting of real

nonnegative eigenvalues. The sequence Sp+ Δ
(q)
abs/rel is a totally regular sequence of spec-

tral type by [15, §4], and the form-valued zeta function is the associated zeta function
defined by

ζ
(
s,Δ

(q)
abs/rel

)
= ζ

(
s, Sp+ Δ

(q)
abs/rel

)
=

∑
λ∈Sp+ Δ

(q)

abs/rel

λ−s

when Re(s) > m
2 , and by analytic continuation elsewhere. We define the analytic torsion

Tabs/rel((W, g); ρ) of (W, g) with respect to the representation ρ by

log Tabs/rel((W, g); ρ) =
1

2

m∑
q=1

(−1)qqζ ′
(
0,Δ

(q)
abs/rel

)
.
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2.4. The analytic torsion of a cone. Let (W, g) be an orientable compact connected
Riemannian manifold of dimension m without boundary and with Riemannian struc-
ture g. We denote by ClW the space ([0, l] ×W )/({0} ×W ) = (0, l] ×W ∪ {p}, where
p is the vertex of the cone, i.e., the image of {0} ×W under the quotient map, with the
metric

gC = dx⊗ dx+ x2g,

on (0, l]×W , and we call it the finite metric cone over W (see [16, 3.1] for the details).
The analytic torsion of a cone over a sphere (i.e., W = Sm) was studied in [15]. The
result is based on the one hand on the work of J. Cheeger on the Hodge theory of L2

forms, see [5, 6, 26], and on the other hand on the work of M. Spreafico on zeta invariants
for double sequences, see [29, 30, 31, 32]. In the general case, extending the approach
used for the spheres in [15], we have the following result.

Theorem 2.1. The analytic torsion of the cone ClW on an orientable compact connected
Riemannian manifold (W, g) of odd dimension m = 2p− 1 is

log Tabs(ClW, gC) =
1

2

p−1∑
q=0

(−1)qrkHq(W ;Q) log
l

2(p− q)
+

1

2
log T (W, l2g) + S(∂ClW ),

where the singular term S(∂ClW ) only depends on the boundary of the cone:

S(∂ClW ) =
1

2

p−1∑
q=0

p−1∑
j=0

j∑
k=0

Res0
s=0

Φ2k+1,q(s)

(
− 1

2 − k

j − k

)

×
q∑

h=0

(−1)h Res1
s=j+ 1

2

ζ
(
s, rΔ(h)

)
(q − p+ 1)2(j−k)

(the functions Φ2k+1,q(s) are some universal functions, explicitly determined by some

recursive relations, and rΔ is the Laplace operator on forms on the section of the cone)
and coincides with the anomaly boundary term of Brüning and Ma, namely, S(∂ClW ) =
ABM,abs(∂ClW ).

The proof of Theorem 2.1 is based on analytic tools and is essentially the same as the
proof of similar results for the spheres given in [15]. In the general case treated here,
using the same method and a similar strategy, we only need to solve several technical
problems, which can be quite hard, and require long and difficult analysis. All details
are in [16]. See also [34].

§3. Intersection torsion

Intersection torsion for pseudomanifolds was introduced by A. Dar [7, 8]. In these
papers, the case of pseudomanifolds without boundary was considered, and in general all
intersection homology theory was developed for the boundaryless case. Here we need to
consider the boundary case, but in a particular situation where the boundary is in fact
a smooth manifold disjoint from the singular locus. In this particular case it is easy to
rework all definitions and the main results of the boundaryless case, as expected. This
is one purpose in this section.

3.1. Pseudomanifolds with smooth boundary. We define pseudomanifolds with
smooth boundary by adapting the definition of pseudomanifolds as given in [10, 1.1], [13,
1], [19, 4.1]. If X is a topological space, we denote by CX the cone over X. By definition
the cone and the open cone over the empty set are a point. A topological pseudomanifold
of dimension 0 is a countable set with the discrete topology. A topological pseudomanifold
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of dimension n with smooth boundary is a Hausdorff paracompact topological space X
with a filtration by closed subspaces

∅ = X−1 ⊆ X0 ⊆ X1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Xn−3 ⊂ Xn−2 = Xn−1 = Σ ⊂ Xn = X,

called stratification, such that: (1) X−Σ is dense in X; (2) there exists a closed subspace
B of X, with B∩Σ = ∅, such that M = X−Σ is an n-manifold with boundary ∂M = B,
and for each j ≤ n− 2 and each point x ∈ Xj −Xj−1 there exists a compact topological
pseudomanifold L of dimension n− j − 1 with filtration

∅ = L−1 ⊆ L0 ⊆ L1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Ln−j−3 = Ln−j−2 ⊂ Ln−j−1 = L,

and a neighborhood Ux of x in X with a homeomorphism ϕ : Ux → Rj×C̊L that respects
the stratifications, namely, ϕ maps Ux ∩Xj+k+1 onto Rj × C̊Lk homeomorphically.

The closed subspace Σ = Xn−2 is called the singular locus of X. It is a consequence of
the definition that each subspace Xj −Xj−1 is a manifold of dimension j with boundary,
and, by condition (2), the boundary of X is disjoint from the singular locus. When the
singular locus has dimension 0, then a stratification of X is

∅ = X−1 ⊂ Σ = X0 = X1 = · · · = Xn−1 ⊂ X,

and X is called a space with isolated singularities. In this paper we are mainly concerned
with this type of pseudomanifolds. If X is a manifold with boundary, then X is a
pseudomanifold with a stratification consisting of only one stratum X. For our purpose,
it suffices to work in the piecewise linear category, as in [10]. A piecewise linear (pl) space
X is a topological space with a class of locally finite simplicial triangulations T (X): if
T ∈ T , then any (linear) subdivision of T belongs to T (X), and if T1, T2 ∈ T (X), then
they have a common subdivision in T (X). A closed pl-subspace of X is a subspace
that is a subcomplex of a suitable admissible triangulation of X. We shall identify a
triangulation of a space with the associated simplicial complex. A pl-pseudomanifold X
of dimension n with smooth boundary is a pl-space X of dimension n containing two
closed disjoint pl-subspaces ∂X and Σ, with Σ of codimension greater than or equal to 2,
such that X −Σ is an oriented pl-manifold of dimension n dense in X and with smooth
boundary ∂X. Equivalently, for an (admissible) triangulation of X, the space X is the
union of closed n-simplexes, and each (n−1)-simplex is a face of one or two n-simplexes,
and ∂X is the subcomplex of the (n− 1)-simplexes that are faces of one n-simplex. By
the same proof as in [13, Proposition 1.4], any pl-pseudomanifold with smooth boundary
admits a pl-stratification: a stratification of X is given by setting Xk = |T(k)|, where
T is an (admissible) triangulation of X, and this stratification is subordinate to the
triangulation, meaning that the strata are subcomplexes.

From now on we assume that pseudomanifolds are finite pl-pseudomanifolds, that pl-
pseudomanifolds have a fixed stratification (the previous one if a triangulation is given),
and that all triangulations are admissible, i.e. compatible with the pl-structure. Our
definition of a pseudomanifold with smooth boundary is consistent with the definition of
a pseudomanifold with boundary of [10, 5.2], taking a manifold for boundary, namely,
assuming that the singular locus of the boundary vanishes.

3.2. Intersection homology and relative intersection homology for pseudo-
manifolds with smooth boundary. First, we recall the basic ingredients for the def-
inition of intersection homology, see [10]. A perversity is a finite sequence of integers
p = {pj}nj=2 such that p2 = 0 and pj+1 = pj or pj + 1. The perversity m = {mj =
[j/2] − 1} is called the lower middle perversity. The null perversity is 0j = 0, and the
top perversity is tj = j − 2. Given a perversity p, the complementary perversity pc is
pcj = tj − pj = j − pj − 2. Now let X be a pseudomanifold with boundary and with a
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given stratification. If j is an integer and p a perversity, a pl-subspace A of X is said to
be (p, j)-allowable if

dim(A) ≤ j, dim(A ∩Xn−k) ≤ j − k + pk for all k ≥ 2.

In standard references, intersection homology is usually defined for pseudomanifolds
without boundary, and relative intersection homology is defined for pairs (X,A), where
A is an open subspace of a closed pseudomanifold. In order to extend the defini-
tion to pseudomanifolds with smooth boundary, we have at least two possible equiv-
alent approaches. The first approach, based on [22], employs smoothly enclosed sub-
spaces as follows. Glue the infinite cylinder ∂X × [0,∞) to X through the bound-
ary, and let Z = X ∪∂X ∂X × [0,∞). Embed Z into a suitable Rk=k1+k2 in such a
way that i(∂X) = i(X) ∩ Rk1 × {0, . . . , 0}, i(Σ) ⊂ {x ∈ Rk |xj > 0, for all j > k1}
= Rk1 × R

k2
+ − Rk1 × {0, . . . , 0}, and i(∂X × [0,∞)) ⊂ {x ∈ Rk |xj ≤ 0, for all j > k1}

= Rk1 × R
k2
− , where i denotes the embedding. Then a Whitney stratification of Rk is

given by setting Z0 = Rk − i(Z), Z1 = i(X − Σ), Zk = i(Xk −Xk−1) for k ≥ 2 (see [22,

Section 7.1.2]), and i(X) is the closure of Z1. The subsets S± = Rk1 ×R
k2
± are smoothly

enclosed in Rn, as in the definition of Subsection 1.3.2 in [22]. Now (identifying various
spaces with their images under i), we see that S+∩Z = X. By definition (see [22, Subsec-
tion 1.2.3]), X is smoothly enclosed in Z, and ∂X = (S−∩Z)∩(S+∩Z) = (S−∩Z)∩X is
the intersection with another smoothly enclosed subset of Z. From [22, Subsection 1.2.3]
it follows that both the intersection chain complex IpC(X) of X and the relative in-
tersection chain complex IpC(X, ∂X) of the pair (X, ∂X) are defined, the former as in
the boundaryless case, and the latter by setting IpCq(X, ∂X) = IpCq(X)/IpCq(∂X).
The intersection homology groups are the homology groups of IpC(X), and the relative
intersection homology group IpHq(X, ∂X) of the pair is defined as the q-homology group
of the chain complex IpC(X, ∂X). Moreover, we have the following homology long exact
sequence associated with the pair (X, ∂X) (see also [11, 1.11]):

· · · → IpHq(∂X) → IpHq(X) → IpHq(X, ∂X) → IpHq−1(∂X) → . . .

The second approach proceeds as in [12, 1.4], and consists of replacing the pseudoman-
ifold X with boundary ∂X by the pseudomanifold X − ∂X. Let X be a pseudomanifold
with smooth boundary ∂X. Let Col(∂X) be an open collar neighborhood of ∂x. Then
X−∂X is a pseudomanifold with an open subspace Col(∂X)−∂X, and the usual intersec-
tion homology theory and relative intersection homology theory are defined for X − ∂X
and (X − ∂X,Col(∂X) − ∂X), see [12, 1.3], [19, 4.6]. Since the boundary is disjoint
from the singular stratum, there exists a stratum preserving homotopy sel-equivalence
X ∼ X − ∂X, and the same for the pair (X, ∂X) ∼ (X − ∂X,Col(∂X) − ∂X), as
defined in [19, 4.8]. By [19, 4.8.5], it follows that IpHq(X) ∼= IpHq(X − ∂X), and
IpHq(X, ∂X) = IpHq(X − ∂X,Col(∂X)− ∂X).

Now we recall the definition of the intersection homology chain complex and groups,
see [10]. Let T be an (admissible) triangulation of X such that ∂X is triangulated by
a subcomplex L = ∂T of T . Let CT (X) = C(T ) denote the chain complex of simplicial
chains of X with respect to T . Let C(X) denote the direct limit chain complexes under
the refinement of CT (X) over all triangulations of X compatible with the pl-structure.
Since ∂X is a pl-subspace of X, CT (∂X) = C(L) is defined, is a subcomplex of CT (X),
and the relative chain complex is also defined, CT (X, ∂X) = C(T, L) = C(T )/C(L).
This construction commutes with the direct limit, so that C(X) and C(X, ∂X) are
defined. The intersection chain group of perversity p is the subgroup IpCq(X) of Cq(X)
consisting of all chains c such that |c| is (p, q)-allowable and |∂c| is (p, q−1)-allowable. The
relative intersection chain group of perversity p is IpCq(X, ∂X) = IpCq(X)/IpCq(∂X),
where IpCq(∂X) = Cq(∂X) for each p, because ∂X is actually a manifold. The group
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IpCq(X)/IpCq(∂X) is the subgroup of Cq(X, ∂X) consisting of the chains c in T that
are not in L and such that |c| is (p, q)-allowable and |∂c| is (p, q − 1)-allowable.

Intersection cohomology is defined as the algebraic dual of intersection homology (see,
e.g., [19, 4.2.8]). Poincaré duality is recovered for pseudomanifolds by using intersection
homology: with coefficients in a field, when ∂X = ∅, there is an isomorphism [10, 3.3]

(3.1) IPq : I
pHq(X) → Ip

c

Hm−q(X).

For a pseudomanifold with (smooth) boundary, the duality reads (see [33])

(3.2) IPq : I
pHq(X) → Ip

c

Hm−q(X, ∂X).

3.3. Basic sets. In order to define intersection torsion and relative intersection torsion,
we introduce some chain complexes of free modules. Let X be a pseudomanifold of
dimension n with smooth boundary and a fixed stratification. First, we define the basic
R sets as in [10, 3.4]. Let T be a triangulation of X compatible with the filtration. Let Rp

q

be the subcomplex of the first barycentric subdivision T ′ of T consisting of all simplexes
that are (p, q)-allowable. Then, Rp

q is a subcomplex of the q-skeleton of T ′. It is clear

that Rp
q is a subcomplex of Rp

q+1. Define the complex Cp(X) by setting

Cp
q (X) = Hq(R

p
q, R

p
q−1),

with boundary defined by the homology long exact sequence of the pair (Rp
q, R

p
q−1). This

is a free Abelian group generated by finitely many chains with contractible support.
So, Cp

q (X) is in one-to-one correspondence with the group of simplicial q-chains cq with

|cq| ⊂ Rp
q, and |∂cq| ⊂ Rp

q−1. The homology of Cp(X) is canonically isomorphic to

Im(Hq(R
p
q) → Hq(R

p
q+1)). By [10, 3.4], there is an isomorphism Ψ: Im(Hq(R

p
q) →

Hq(R
p
q+1))

∼= IpHq(X). This was stated without proof in [10, 3.4]; however, in the present
case we can remove the boundary, obtaining an isomorphism for the pseudomanifold
X − ∂X, and it is clear that the groups on the two sides of the above isomorphism are
the same for X and X − ∂X, because the singular locus is disjoint from the boundary.
Also note that the isomorphism is natural, i.e., is induced by the inclusion of Rp

q into T ′.
This is clear from the construction of a similar isomorphism called Ψ for the basic sets
Q in [10, 3.2].

Let P p
q = Rp

q+1 ∩ L. Then, P p
q is an R set Rp

q of ∂X, and dim(Rp
q) = q − 1. Actually,

P p
q = L′

(q) is the q-skeleton of L′. Since ∂X is a manifold, all the simplexes of any

triangulation of ∂X are allowable for any perversity. We define the chain complex Cp(∂X)
as above. Then the homology of Cp(∂X) is canonically isomorphic to Im(Hq(P

p
q ) →

Hq(P
p
q+1)), and there is a natural isomorphism Im(Hq(P

p
q ) → Hq(P

p
q+1))

∼= IpHq(∂X) =

Hq(∂X), which is a restriction of Ψ.
Next, we deal with the relative chain complex. We define the complex Cp(X, ∂X) by

setting

Cp
q (X, ∂X) = Hq(R

p
q ∪ L′, Rp

q−1 ∪ L′),

with boundary defined by the homology long exact sequence of the pair (Rp
q ∪L′, Rp

q−1 ∪
L′). This is a free Abelian group generated by finitely many chains with contractible
support, which is in one-to-one correspondence with the group of the simplicial q-chains cq
with the interior of |cq| ⊂ Rp

q − (Rp
q ∩L′), and the interior of |∂cq| ⊂ Rp

q−1 − (Rp
q−1 ∩L′).

It is possible to show that the homology of Cm(X, ∂X) is canonically isomorphic to
Im

(
i′′q,q∗ : Hq(R

p
q ∪L′) → Hq(R

p
q+1 ∪L′)

)
, and that Im

(
i′q,q∗ : Hq(R

p
q ∪L′) → Hq(R

p
q+1 ∪

L′)
)
is isomorphic to the relative intersection homology of the pair (X, ∂X).
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3.4. R-torsion. In order to define intersection torsion we briefly recall the definition of
the torsion of a chain complex. We follow the classical definition of Milnor [23], but with
a small change of notation. Let R be a ring with the invariant dimension property, and
M a finitely generated free (left) R-module. Let U be a subgroup of the group R× of
units of R, and let KU (R) = K1(R)/U denote the quotient of the Whitehead group of
R by the subgroup generated by the classes of the elements of U . Let x = {x1, . . . , xn}
and y = {y1, . . . , yn} be two bases for M . We denote by (y/x) the nonsingular n-square
matrix over R defined by the change of bases (yj =

∑
k(y/x)jkxk), and we denote by

[y/x] the class of (y/x) in the Whitehead group KU (R). Let

C : Cm
∂m �� Cm−1

∂m−1 �� . . .
∂2 �� C1

∂1 �� C0,

be a bounded chain complex of finite lengthm of (finite-dimensional) free left R-modules.
Denote by Zq = ker(∂q : Cq → Cq−1), Bq = Im(∂q+1 : Cq+1 → Cq), and Hq(C) = Zq/Bq

the homology groups of C. Assume that all the chain modules Cq have preferred bases
cq = {cq,1, . . . , cq,mq

}, and the homology modules Hq(C) are free with preferred bases hq.
Also assuming that the boundary modules Bq are free with preferred bases, or using
stably free bases, we fix a set of elements bq = {bq,1, . . . , bq,nq

} of Cq such that ∂q(bq)
is a basis for Bq−1 for each q (in other words we are choosing a lift of a basis of Bq−1).
Then the set {∂q+1(bq+1), hq, bq} is a basis for Cq for each q. The Whitehead torsion of
C with respect to the basis h = {hq} is the class

τW(C;h) =

m∑
q=0

(−1)q[(∂q+1(bq+1), hq, bq/cq)],

in the Whitehead group KU (R). The definition is consistent because it is possible to
show that the torsion does not depend on the bases bq. If K is a connected finite cell

complex of dimension m with universal covering rK, we identify the fundamental group

π = π1(K) with the group of the (cellular) covering transformations of rK; the action

of π makes each chain module Cq( rK;Z) a free module over the group ring Zπ, finitely
generated by the natural choice of the q-cells of K. Denote the resulting complex of
free finitely generated modules over π with preferred basis (obtained by lifts of the cells)

by C( rK;Zπ). If the homology modules Hq(K;Zπ) are free with preferred basis hq, the
Whitehead torsion of K with respect to the graded basis h is the class

τW(K;h) = w
(
τW(C( rK;Zπ);h)

)
of Kπ(Zπ). If ρ : π → AutR(M) is a representation of the fundamental group in the
group of automorphisms of some free right module M over some ring R with unity, we
form the twisted complex C(K;Mρ) of free finitely generated R-modules by setting

(3.3) Cq(K;Mρ) = M ⊗ρ Cq( rK;Zπ).

If we fix a basis m for M , bases for these modules (and for cycles and boundary
submodules) are given by tensoring with m. Assuming that the homology modules
Hq(C(K;Mρ)) are free with preferred graded bases h = {hq}, we define the R-torsion
τR(K; ρ, h) of K with respect to the representation ρ and the graded basis h to be the

class of τW(C(K;Mρ);h) in rK1(ZAutR(M))/ρ(π). We have

τR(K; ρ, h) =

m∑
q=0

(−1)q[ρ(∂q+1(bq+1), hq, bq/cq)].

By the same procedure we define the relative R-torsion of the pair (K,L), and we write
τR

(
(K,L); ρ, h

)
= τW

(
C((K,L);Mρ);h

)
. In particular, if (W, g) is a compact connected
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oriented Riemannian manifold, and ρ is an orthogonal representation, we use the de
Rham maps of Subsection 2.2 in order to fix the basis for the homology, following Ray
and Singer [28]. We define the absolute R-torsion of (W, g) by

τR
(
(W, g); ρ

)
= τR

(
W ; ρ,Aabs(a)

)
,

where a is an orthonormal graded basis for the harmonic forms. It is possible to prove
that the definition does not depend on the basis a. The relative R-torsion for a manifold
with boundary is defined accordingly.

Let X be an m-pseudomanifold with smooth boundary, let T be a triangulation of X

such that the boundary ∂X of X is a subcomplex ∂T of T , and let rT be the universal

covering complex of T , and Ă∂T the lift of ∂T . Let rRp
q be the lifts of the basic sets Rp

q

to rT , and identify the fundamental group π = π1(X) with the group of the covering

transformations of rT . Note that the covering transformations are simplicial, so if we

set Cp
q ( rX) = Hq( rRp

q, rRp
q−1), then the action of the group of covering transformations

makes each chain group Cp
q ( rX) a free module over the group ring Zπ, and each of these

modules is finitely generated by fixing lifts of the natural choice of the q-chains that
generate Cp

q (X). We obtain a complex of free finitely generated modules over Zπ, which

is denoted by Cp( rX;Zπ), with a preferred basis. The same procedure applied to the

relative chain complex Cp
q

(
rX, Ą∂X

)
= Hq

(
rRp
q ∪ Ą∂T ′, rRp

q−1 ∪ Ą∂T ′
)
gives the Zπ-complex

Cp
(
( rX, ∂ rX);Zπ

)
, with the preferred basis obtained by lifting the chains whose supports

do not intersect the boundary.

Assuming that the homology modules Hq

(
Cp( rX;Zπ)

)
, Hq

(
Cp(( rX, ∂ rX);Zπ)

)
are

Zπ-free with preferred graded bases h = {hq}, we define the intersection Whitehead
torsion of X and the relative intersection Whitehead torsion of the pair (X, ∂X) with
respect to the graded basis h to be the classes

Iτ pW(X;h) = τW(Cp( rX;Zπ);h),

Iτ pW
(
(X, ∂X);h

)
= τW

(
Cp(( rX, ∂ rX);Zπ);h

)
in the Whitehead group Wh(π1(X)) = Kπ(Zπ), respectively. Proceeding as in the
smooth case, given a representation ρ of π1(X), we define the intersection R-torsion
IpτR(X; ρ, h) = τW

(
Cp(X;Mρ);h

)
of X with respect to the representation ρ and to the

graded basis h, and the relative intersection R torsion of the pair (X, ∂X),

IpτR
(
(X, ∂X); ρ, h

)
= τW

(
Cp((X, ∂X);Mρ);h

)
.

If, in particular, a Riemannian structure is defined on the nonsingular part of X, then
L2 forms can be used to extend the construction of Ray and Singer and to define suitable
de Rham maps from L2 harmonic forms to intersection homology, and to fix the basis
h, see [7, §2, p. 197] (and locally cited [6]). Note in particular that the basis h fixed in
this way is self-dual, i.e., IPq(hq) is the algebraic dual of hn−q. Following A. Dar [7,
p. 197], we use the notation IpτR((X, g); ρ) and IpτR

(
(X, ∂X, g); ρ

)
to denote the torsion

IpτR
(
(X, ∂X); ρ, h

)
when the basis h is fixed as the image of an orthonormal basis of L2

harmonic forms via the de De Rham map, and we define the intersection R-torsion of X
and the relative intersection R-torsion of (X, ∂X) with respect to the representation ρ by

IτR((X, g); ρ) =
1

2

(
ImτR((X, g); ρ) + Im

c

τR((X, g); ρ)
)
,

IτR((X, ∂X, g); ρ) =
1

2

(
ImτR((X, ∂X, g); ρ) + Im

c

τR((X, ∂X, g); ρ)
)
.

In all definitions, if X is an oriented manifold stratified with only one stratum X, then
we arrive at the classical Whitehead torsion and the classical R-torsion.
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§4. Duality theorems for the intersection R-torsion

of pseudomanifolds with smooth boundary

In this section we give some duality theorems for the intersection torsion of a pseudo-
manifold with smooth boundary that extend the duality theorems of A. Dar [7] for the
boundaryless case. First, we need a lemma for the L2 harmonics form on the suspension
and on the cone. Due to the independent interest of these results, we give them also
for the case of an even-dimensional section. We present an explicit proof for the sus-
pension. The proof for the cone is similar and was given in the odd-dimensional case in
Lemma 3.5 of [16]. Next, we give some formulas for the torsion, which we use to prove
the final duality results.

Let ΣlW = (0, 2l) × W ∪ {p0, p2l} be the suspension of W realized as the gluing of
two copies of ClW along the boundaries.

Lemma 4.1. If dimW = 2p− 1 is odd, then
(
αq = 1

2 (1 + 2q − 2p)
)

Hq(ΣlW ) =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
Hq(W ), 0 ≤ q ≤ p− 1,

{0}, q = p,{
x2αq−1dx ∧ ϕ(q−1), ϕ(q−1) ∈ Hq−1(W )

}
, p+ 1 ≤ q ≤ 2p.

If dimW = 2p is even, then

Hq(ΣlW ) =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
Hq(W ), 0 ≤ q ≤ p,

{0}, q = p+ 1,

Hq−1(W ), p+ 2 ≤ q ≤ 2p+ 1.

Proof. The solutions of the harmonic equation Δu = 0 on ΣlW are

u(x) =

{
f1(x), 0 ≤ x ≤ l,

f2(2l − x), l ≤ x < 2l,

where f1 and f2 are forms of the following four types:

ψ
(q)
±,1,n = xa±,q,nϕ

(q)
ccl,n,

ψ
(q)
±,2,n = xa±,q−1,n

rdϕ
(q−1)
ccl,n + a±,q−1,nx

a±,q−1,n−1dx ∧ ϕ
(q−1)
ccl,n ,

ψ
(q)
±,3,n = xa±,q−1,n+2

rdϕ
(q−1)
ccl,n + a∓,q−1,nx

a±,q−1,n+1dx ∧ ϕ
(q−1)
ccl,n ,

ψ
(q)
±,4,n = xa±,q−2,n+1dx ∧ rdϕ

(q−2)
ccl,n

and a±,q,n = αq ± μq,n. The harmonics of Δ are obtained by requiring that u, du, and
d†u be square integrable and satisfy the conditions⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩

f1(x)
∣∣
x=l

= f2(x)
∣∣
x=l

,

(df1)(x)
∣∣
x=l

= (df2)(x)
∣∣
x=l

,

(d†f1)(x)
∣∣
x=l

= (d†f2)(x)
∣∣
x=l

,

plus the ideal boundary condition of Cheeger if dimW = 2p is even [5, 6], as described
below.

Note that the first condition is always satisfied, while the other two conditions coincide
(respectively) with the conditions (df1)norm(x)

∣∣
x=l

= 0 and (d†f1)tan(x)
∣∣
x=l

= 0. An
explicit verification of these conditions gives the result.

Let us consider the case where dimW = 2p − 1 is odd in some details. The solution

of type I ψ
(q)
+,1,n satisfies the square integrability condition for all q, while ψ

(q)
−,1,n satisfies

this condition only if q = p − 1. The condition (df1)norm(x)
∣∣
x=l

= 0 is satisfied if and
only if a±,q,n = 0, and this is true for a+,q,n when λq,n = 0 and 0 ≤ q ≤ p − 1, and for
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a−,q,n when λq,n = 0 and p ≤ q ≤ 2p− 1. Since λq,n = 0, ϕ
(q)
ccl,n is a harmonic on W , so

that d†f1 = 0.

The solution ψ
(q)
+,2,n of type II satisfies the square integrability condition for all q,

while ψ
(q)
−,2,n satisfies this condition only if q = p. The condition (d†f2)norm(x)

∣∣
x=l

= 0

is satisfied if and only if either a±,q,n = 0, or ϕ
(q−1)
ccl,n is a harmonic h on W . The first

possibility would require λq−1,n = 0, which would give ψ
(q)
±,2,n = 0. The second possibility

gives

ψ
(q)
±,2,n = a±,q−1,nx

a±,q−1,n−1 dx ∧ h.

Since (d†f1)tan(x)|x=l = 0, we obtain p ≤ q ≤ 2p−1 for ψ
(q)
+,2,n, and 0 ≤ q ≤ p for ψ

(q)
−,2,n,

where however, the case q = p corresponds to the null form.
Proceeding in a similar way, we find that there are no new forms of types III and IV

satisfying the conditions above.
If dimW = 2p is even, the same analysis gives the answer in all dimension q �=

p + 1. In dimension q = p + 1, we obtain the form ϕ = dx ∧ h, where h is a harmonic
on W that satisfies all the conditions above and is square integrable with its exterior
derivative; thus, we need the ideal boundary conditions, which we briefly recall here. Let
Hp(W ;Q) = Va⊕Vr be a maximal self-annihilating decomposition (for the cup product).
Let {ej}hj=1 be an orthonormal basis for the corresponding spaces of harmonic p-forms
Hp(W ) coherent with the decomposition. Then, for any h ∈ Hp(W ),

h =

p∑
j=1

ha,j(x)ej +

2p∑
j=p+1

hr,j(x)ej .

We say that a form

ω = α+ dx ∧ β

in Hp(ΣlW ) satisfies the ideal boundary condition (is in the domain of d) for the decom-
position Va ⊕ Vr if for the decomposition in Va ⊕ Vr of the projection of α onto Hp(W )
the following condition is fulfilled:

f ′
a,j(0) = fr,j(0) = 0.

Similarly, a (p+ 1)-form ω is in the domain of d† for the decomposition Va ⊕ Vr if �ω
is in the domain of d for �Vr ⊕ �Va. Consider the (p + 1)-form ϕ = dx ∧ h. Its dual is
�ϕ = r�h ∈ Hp(ΣlW ), and clearly does not satisfy the ideal BC. �

Lemma 4.2. If dimW = 2p− 1 is odd, then
(
αq = 1

2 (1 + 2q − 2p)
)

Hq
abs(ClW ) =

{
Hq(W ), 0 ≤ q ≤ p− 1,

{0}, p ≤ q ≤ 2p− 1;

Hq
rel(ClW ) =

{
{0}, 0 ≤ q ≤ p,{
x2αq−1dx ∧ ϕ(q−1), ϕ(q−1) ∈ Hq−1(W )

}
, p+ 1 ≤ q ≤ 2p.

If dimW = 2p is even, then

Hq
abs(ClW ) =

{
Hq(W ), 0 ≤ q ≤ p,

{0}, p+ 1 ≤ q ≤ 2p+ 1;

Hq
rel(ClW ) =

{
{0}, 0 ≤ q ≤ p,{
x2αq−1−1dx∧ϕ(q−1), ϕ(q−1) ∈ Hq−1(W )

}
, p+ 1 ≤ q ≤ 2p+ 1.
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For the suspension, we have a short exact sequence of chain complexes:

(4.1) 0 → Cp(∂ClW ) → Cp(ClW )⊕ Cp(ClW ) → Cp(ΣlW ) → 0.

A formula for the torsion of an exact sequence of complexes was given by Milnor in [23,
§3]. In the present case, we can fix the chain basis of the middle complex consistently,
using the basis determined by the simplexes, and hence we have the following formula:

2 log IpτR((ClW, gC); ρ0) = log τR((W, l2g); ρ0) + log IpτR((ΣlW, gΣ); ρ0) + log τ (Sp
m),

where the complex Sp
m is defined by the exact long homology sequence associated with

the exact sequence in equation (4.1), which is the Mayer–Vietoris sequence

Sp
m : . . . �� IpHq(∂ClW ) �� IpHq(ClW )⊕ IpHq(ClW ) �� IpHq(ΣlW ) �� . . . ,

i.e., Sp
m,3q = IpHq(W ), Sp

m,3q+1 = IpHq(ClW )⊕IpHq(ClW ) and Sp
m,3q+2 = IpHq(ΣlW ).

Lemma 4.3. Let W be a compact connected oriented manifold of odd dimension m =
2p− 1 without boundary. Let ρ0 : π1(ClW ) → O(1,R) be the rank one trivial orthogonal
representation of the fundamental group. Then

2 log ImτR((ClW, gC); ρ0) = log τR((∂ClW, l2g); ρ0)+log ImτR((ΣlW, gΣ); ρ0)+log τ (Sm
m),

where rq = rkHq(W ), and

log τ (Sm
2p−1) = log τ (Smc

2p−1) =

p−1∑
q=0

(−1)q log
( l

2p− 2q

)rq
.

Proof. First, we recall the intersection homology for the cone and the suspension with
middle perversity. Since both spaces have isolated singularities, a unique value that
imports the perversity is the value m2p = mc

2p = p− 1. We have (see, e.g., [10, 6] or [19,
4.7.2, 4.7.3])

ImHq(ClW ) = Im
c

Hq(ClW ) =

{
Hq(∂ClW ), q < p,

0, q ≥ p,

and

ImHq(ΣlW ) = Im
c

Hq(ΣlW ) =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
Hq(∂ClW ), q < p,

Im
(
Hq(W ) → Hq(ΣlW )

)
= 0, q = p,

Hq(ΣlW ), q > p.

Note that, beside the homology, also the basic R-sets with the two middle complemen-
tary perversities coincide, by the very definition. This implies that the chain complexes
used in the definition of the intersection torsion for these two perversities coincide and
therefore the torsions coincide. We proceed by taking p = m, and this will also cover the
complementary case.

Next, in order to compute the torsion of the complex Sm
m, we need the chain bases.

These are the bases for the homology determined by the geometry using the de Rham
maps as described in Subsections 2.2 and 3.4. We study the cases where q < p and q ≥ p
separately. When q < p, consider the following part of the complex Sm

2p−1:

· · · → ImHq+1(ΣlW )
∂q+1−→ ImHq(∂ClW )

→ ImHq(ClW )⊕ ImHq(ClW ) → ImHq(ΣlW )
∂q−→ . . .
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The geometry implies that the homomorphisms ∂q+1 = ∂q are null, and, by the previ-
ous results, all the vector spaces are isomorphic to V = Hq(W ), and the sequence splits
as

0 → Hq(∂ClW ) ∼= V → ImHq(ClW )

∼= V ⊕ ImHq(ClW ) ∼= V → ImHq(ΣlW ) ∼= V → 0.
(4.2)

In order to fix the homology bases, let aq be an orthonormal basis for Hq(W, g). Then
the norm of aq,j with the metric l2g is

‖aq,j‖2l2g =

∫
W

aq,j ∧ �l2gaq,j = l2p−1−2q

∫
W

aq,j ∧ �gaq,j = l2p−1−2q‖aq,j‖2g = l2p−1−2q.

So, an orthonormal basis forHq(W, l2g) is l−
2p−1−2q

2 aq, and application of the de Rham
maps yields

Aq,l2g(l
− 2p−1−2q

2 aq,j) = l−
2p−1−2q

2 Aq,l2g(aq,j) = l−
2p−1−2q

2 P−1
q A2p−1−q �l2g (aq,j)

= l−
2p−1−2q

2 l2p−1−2qP−1
q A2p−1−q �g (aq,j)

= l
2p−1−2q

2 Aq,g(aq,j).

Then the basis for Hq(∂ClW ) is l
2p−1−2q

2 Aq,g(aq). Next, consider the cone (ClW, gC).
By Lemma 4.2, the constant extension of the forms in aq gives a basis for Hq

abs(ClW ).
The norm of this basis elements is

‖aq,j‖2gC =

∫
ClW

aq,j ∧ �gCaq,j =

∫ l

0

x2p−1−2q dx

∫
W

aq,j ∧ �gaq,j

=
l2p−2q

2p− 2q
‖aq,j‖2g =

l2p−2q

2p− 2q
.

So, an orthonormal basis for Hq(ClW ) is
(
l2p−2q

2p−2q

)− 1
2 aq, and, using duality (see (3.2)),

we have

Aabs
q,gC

((
l2p−2q

2p− 2q

)− 1
2

aq,j

)
=

(
l2p−2q

2p− 2q

)− 1
2

Aabs
q,gC (aq,j)

=

(
l2p−2q

2p− 2q

)− 1
2

IP−1
q A2p−q

rel �gC (aq,j)

=

(
l2p−2q

2p− 2q

)− 1
2
(

l2p−2q

2p− 2q

)
P−1
q A2p−1−q �g (aq,j)

=

(
l2p−2q

2p− 2q

) 1
2

Aq,g(aq,j).

This gives a the basis for ImHq(ClW, gC), namely,
(
l2p−2q

2p−2q

) 1
2Aq,g(aq). Repeating

the same process for Hq(ΣlW ), we obtain a certain basis of ImHq(ΣlW ), namely, we

get
(
l2p−2q

p−q

) 1
2Aq,g(aq). Now we can compute the determinants of the change of basis in

the vector spaces of the sequence in equation (4.2). At ImHq(∂ClW ) the determinant is

1, at ImHq(ClW )⊕Hq(ClW ) it is
(

l
2p−2q

)− rq
2 and at ImHq(ΣlW ) it is 2−

rq
2 . Consider

the case where q ≥ p. The relevant part of the sequence Sm
2p−1 reads

· · · �� 0 �� ImHq+1(ΣlW )
∂q+1 �� Hq(∂ClW ) �� 0 �� · · ·
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Since the de Rham maps are self-dual, as observed at the end of Subsection 3.4,
and the intersection homology with perversities m and mc coincides, we can use duality
(3.1) to obtain a basis for Im

c

Hq+1(ΣlW ) starting with the basis for the same space

obtained when q < p. This gives the basis
(
l2q−2p+2

q+1−p

)− 1
2Aq,g(aq) for Im

c

Hq+1(ΣlW ).

Using the basis fixed above for the other space, the determinant of the change of basis

at Hq(∂ClW ) is 1, and at ImHq+1(ΣlW ) it is
(

l
q+1−p

) rq
2 . Now applying the definition

of the Reidemeister torsion to the complex Sm
2p−1, and denoting by D the determinant

of the matrix of the change of basis, we obtain

log τ (Sm
2p−1) =

6p∑
q=0

(−1)q logD
(
Sm
2p−1,q

)
=

2p∑
q=0

(−1)q logD
(
ImHq(ΣlW )

)
+

p−1∑
q=0

(−1)q+1 logD
(
ImHq(ClW )⊕ ImHq(ClW )

)
=

p−1∑
q=0

(−1)q logD
(
ImHq(ΣlW )

)
+

2p∑
q=p+1

(−1)q logD
(
ImHq(ΣlW )

)
+

p−1∑
q=0

(−1)q+1 logD
(
ImHq(ClW )⊕ ImHq(ClW )

)
=

p−1∑
q=0

(−1)q log 2−
rq
2 +

p−1∑
q=0

(−1)q+1 log
( l

2p− 2q

)− rq
2

+

2p∑
q=p+1

(−1)q log
( l

q − p

) rq−1
2

=

p−1∑
q=0

(−1)q log 2−
rq
2 +

p−1∑
q=0

(−1)q+1 log
( l

2p− 2q

)− rq
2

+

p−1∑
q=0

(−1)q log
( l

p− q

) rq
2

=

p−1∑
q=0

(−1)q log
( l

2p− 2q

)rq
,

which completes the proof. �

Considering the short exact sequence of chain complexes associated with the pair
(ClW,∂ClW ),

0 → Cp(∂ClW ) → Cp(ClW ) → Cp(ClW,∂ClW ) → 0

(see Milnor [23, 3]), we have

log IpτR
(
(ClW, gC); ρ0

)
= log τR

(
(∂ClW, l2g); ρ0

)
+ log IpτR((ClW,∂ClW ), gC); ρ0) + log τ (T p

m).

The calculation of the torsion of

T p
m : . . . �� IpHq(∂ClW ) �� IpHq(ClW ) �� IpHq(ClW,∂ClW ) �� . . . ,

where

T p
m,3q = IpHq(W ), T p

m,3q+1 = IpHq(ClW ) and T p
m,3q+2 = IpHq(ClW,∂ClW ),

will give the following result.

Lemma 4.4. Let W be a compact connected oriented manifold of odd dimension m =
2p− 1 without boundary. Let ρ0 : π1(ClW ) → O(1,R) be the rank one trivial orthogonal
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representation of the fundamental group. Then

log ImτR
(
(ClW, gC); ρ0

)
= log τR

(
(∂ClW, l2g); ρ0

)
+ log ImτR((ClW,∂ClW ), gC); ρ0) + log τ (T m

m ),

where rq = rkHq(W ), and

log τ (T m
2p−1) = log τ (T mc

2p−1) =

p−1∑
q=0

(−1)q log
( l

2p− 2q

)rq
.

Proof. The intersection homology of ClW was given in the proof of Lemma 4.3, and that
of (ClW,∂ClW ) can be computed by using the sequence of the pair. This gives

ImHq(ClW,∂ClW ) = Im
c

Hq(ClW,∂ClW ) =

{
0, q ≤ p,

Hq−1(∂ClW ), q > p.

Since torsion and homology for the complementary perversities m and mc coincide, we
fix p = m. When q < p, consider the following part of the complex T m

2p−1:

0 �� ImHq(∂ClW ) �� ImHq(ClW ) �� 0 .

Let aq be an orthonormal basis for Hq(W ). Then, as in the proof of Lemma 4.3, the

role of a basis for Hq(∂ClW ) is l
2p−1−2q

2 Aq,g(aq), and a basis for ImHq(ClW,∂ClW ) is

played by
(
l2p−2q

2p−2q

) 1
2Aq,g(aq). The determinant of the change of bases is 1 at ImHq(∂ClW ),

and is
(

l
2p−2q

)− rq
2 at ImHq(ClW ). When q ≥ p, the relevant part of the sequence T m

2p−1

is

(4.3) 0 �� ImHq+1(ClW,∂ClW ) �� Hq(∂ClW ) �� 0 .

By Lemma 4.2, a basis for the harmonic forms Hq
rel(ClW ) with relative boundary

conditions is ωq = x2αq−1−1dx ∧ aq−1. Their norm is

‖ωq,j‖2gC =

∫
ClW

x2q−2p−1 dx ∧ aq−1,j ∧ �gaq−1,j =

∫ l

0

x2q−2p−1 dx‖aq−1,j‖2g =
l2q−2p

2q − 2p
.

So, an orthonormal basis for Hq
rel(ClW ) is

(
l2q−2p

2q−2p

)− 1
2ωq, and, using the duality (3.2),

we get

Arel
q,gC

((
l2q−2p

2q − 2p

)− 1
2

ωq,j

)
=

(
l2q−2p

2q − 2p

)− 1
2

Arel
q,gC (ωq,j)

=

(
l2q−2p

2q − 2p

)− 1
2

IP−1
q A2p−q

abs �gC (ωq,j)

=

(
l2q−2p

2q − 2p

)− 1
2
(

l2q−2p

2q − 2p

)
P−1
q−1A2p−1−(q−1) �g (aq−1,j)

=

(
l2q−2p

2q − 2p

) 1
2

Aq−1,g(aq−1,j),

obtaining a basis for ImHq(ClW,∂ClW ). The determinants of the change of bases in
(4.3) are as follows:
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1 at Hq(∂ClW ), and
(

l
2q−2p+2

) rq
2 at ImHq+1(ClW,∂ClW ). Applying the definition

of the Reidemeister torsion to the complex T m
2p−1, we see that

log τ (T m
2p−1) =

6p∑
q=0

(−1)q logD(T m
2p−1)

=

2p∑
q=p+1

(−1)q logD
(
ImHq(ClW,∂ClW )

)
+

p−1∑
q=0

(−1)q+1 logD
(
ImHq(ClW )

)
=

2p∑
q=p+1

(−1)q log
( l

2p− 2q

) rq−1
2

+

p−1∑
q=0

(−1)q+1 log
( l

2q − 2p

)−rq
2

=

p−1∑
q=0

(−1)q log
( l

2p− 2q

)rq
,

completing the proof. �

Proposition 4.1. Let W be a compact connected oriented manifold of odd dimension
m = 2p − 1 without boundary. Let ρ0 : π1(ClW ) → O(1,R) be the rank one trivial
orthogonal representation of the fundamental group. Then (rq = rk Hq(W ))

log IτR
(
(ClW, gC); ρ0

)
= − log IτR

(
(ClW,∂ClW, gC); ρ0

)
=

1

2
log τR

(
(∂ClW, l2g); ρ0

)
+

1

2

p−1∑
q=0

(−1)q log
( l

2p− 2q

)rq
.

Proof. By definition, if m is odd, then

log IτR
(
(ClW,∂ClW, gC); ρ0

)
= log ImτR

(
(ClW,∂ClW, gC); ρ0

)
= log Im

c

τR
(
(ClW,∂ClW, gC); ρ0

)
.

Now the claim follows by Lemma 4.3, once we recall that, when m is odd, by [7, 2.8]
we have

log Im
c

τR
(
(ΣlW, gΣ); ρ0

)
= − log ImτR

(
(ΣlW, gΣ); ρ0

)
. �

Theorem 4.1. Let W be a compact connected oriented manifold of odd dimension
m = 2p − 1 without boundary. Let ρ0 : π1(ClW ) → O(1,R) be the trivial orthogonal
representation of the fundamental group. Then

log ImτR
(
(ClW, gC); ρ0

)
= (−1)m log Im

c

τR
(
(ClW,∂ClW, gC); ρ0

)
,

log IτR
(
(ClW, gC); ρ0

)
= (−1)m log IτR

(
(ClW,∂ClW, gC); ρ0

)
.

Proof. The proof follows from Proposition 4.1 and the two preceding lemmas. �
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